ABSTRACT m p -dissimilarity is a recently proposed data-dependence similarity measure. In the literature, how m p -dissimilarity is generally used for matching local image descriptors has been formalized, and three matching strategies have been proposed by incorporating p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity. Each of these three matching strategies is essentially a two-round matching process that utilizes p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity individually. This paper presents two novel similarity measures for matching local image descriptors. The first similarity measure normalizes and weights the similarities that are calculated using p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity, respectively. The second similarity measure involves a novel calculation that takes into account both spatial distance and data distribution between descriptors. The proposed similarity measures are extensively evaluated on a few image registration benchmark data sets. Experimental results will demonstrate that the proposed similarity measures achieve higher matching accuracy and are able to attain better recall results when registering multi-modal images compared with the existing matching strategies that combine p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Calculating the similarity between two vectors [1] is an essential operation in various applications such as data clustering [2] , image retrieval [3] and image registration [5] . The aim of using a similarity measure is to find the closest match between a test instance and instances in a dataset [5] .
One of our main research interests is feature based image registration [4] - [8] . In this research field, p -norm distance (p = 2), i.e. Euclidean distance, has been extensively used [4] - [8] , [11] - [16] as it intuitively corresponds to the distance defined in the real three-dimensional world [22] . A data dependency similarity measure called m p -dissimilarity has been recently proposed in [20] - [22] , which was inspired by a distance-density model of dissimilarity measure [18] . The p -norm distance calculates the spatial distance in each dimension between two vectors, whereas m p -dissimilarity considers the relative positions of the two vectors to the rest of data in each dimension. As reported in [20] and [21] , m p -dissimilarity outperforms p -norm distance in the applications including data mining tasks including clustering, anomaly detection, and multi-label classification.
In [5] , m p -dissimilarity is formalized and used for matching local image descriptors, and three matching strategies have been proposed by taking into account both p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity. Essentially, each of these three matching strategies is a two-round matching process which utilizes p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity individually in matching local image descriptors.
Inspired by the matching strategies proposed in [5] , this work is focused on exploring novel similarity measures on the basis of p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity. Main contributions of this paper are twofold as follows.
1. Proposing a similarity measure by weighting the similarities calculated using p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity respectively (Section III-A); 2. Proposing a second similarity measure in a new way of calculation which takes into account both spatial distance and data distribution between local image descriptors (Section III-B). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews the related work. Section III describes two proposed similarity measures in details, followed by a performance study in Section IV. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
This section briefly reviews p -norm distance, m p -dissimilarity and previously proposed matching strategies which incorporate p distance and m p -dissimilarity.
A. p -NORM DISTANCE Given two vectors x and y, their p -norm distance [17] is defined as
where x i and y i are the i th components of x and y, d is the number of dimensions of x and y, and || · || p (p > 0) denotes the p order norm of a vector. Eq. 1 represents the well-known Euclidean distance when p = 2. The Euclidean distance has been widely used in various applications [4] , [30] , [31] .
B. m p -DISSIMILARITY
On the basis of mass estimation [19] , m p -dissimilarity has been proposed in [20] - [22] and defined as
where R denotes a region enclosing x and y, z is a point that is randomly selected from R, φ(x) represents the distribution of data x, P i (z ∈ R|φ(x)) means the probability that z falls in R at the i th dimension, and p is a parameter which controls the influence of each dimension by scaling up and down the degree of dissimilarity. Herein, the role of p is similar to that in p -norm distance Eq. 1 defines. In [20] - [22] , R is a region that is centered at
2 . In Eq. 2, the smaller m p (x, y) is, the more similar x and y are.
If x and y are similar, m p (x, y) produces many small P i (z ∈ R|φ(x)). In practice, as suggested in [20] - [22] , P i (z ∈ R|φ(x)) can be estimated by
where R i denotes the region that encloses x i and y i , and n is the number of instances in the data. Practically,
, where δ ≥ 0. With Eqs. 2 and 3, the m p -dissimilarity of x and y is defined as
Similar to 2 in p -norm distance, when p = 2, the m p -dissimilarity is called m 2 for the referencing purpose. 
where D mq denotes those descriptors in query image which correspond to Euclidean distance based keypoint matches, and D t represents all descriptors in target image. The dimensionality of
Strategy 2:
This strategy only uses those descriptors in two images which correspond to Euclidean distance based keypoint matches as the input of calculating m p -dissimilarity, i.e.
where D mq and D mt are descriptors that correspond to Euclidean distance based keypoint matches in query image and target image, respectively. The dimensionality of
Strategy 3: First, all descriptors in two images are matched using Euclidean distance to obtain keypoint matches M ed . Second, m p -dissimilarity is utilized to match all descriptors to attain keypoint matches M mp . Third, these two sets of keypoint matches are intersected to obtain the final keypoint matches M f , i.e.
Essentially, the aforementioned three matching strategies are a two-round matching process which utilizes pnorm distance and m p -dissimilarity individually. As analyzed in [5] , each of these three matching strategies is likely to achieve higher matching accuracy as compared to employing Euclidean distance or m p -dissimilarity individually. When p = 2, these three matching strategies are called m 1 2 , m 2 2 and m 3 2 , respectively.
III. PROPOSED SIMILARITY MEASURES FOR MATCHING LOCAL DESCRIPTORS
In [5] , three matching strategies were proposed by incorporating p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity. Each of these three matching strategies is essentially a two-round matching process which utilizes p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity individually in matching local image descriptors. Different from these matching strategies, this section presents two novel similarity measures. The first proposed similarity measure normalizes p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity, and then weights these two similarity measures. The calculations for p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity are simply based on their definitions in Sections II-A and II-B. In contrast, the second proposed similarity measure takes into account spatial distance and data distribution between vectors in a new way of calculation.
A. FIRST SIMILARITY MEASURE
As stated in Sections II-A and II-B, the p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity can be calculated by Eq. 1 and Eq. 4, respectively. To integrate p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity into one similarity measure, two operations are performed as follows. The first operation is to normalize the similarity calculated by p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity, in that these two similarity measures lead to results which are at largely different scales. By doing normalization, the similarity values are all restricted into [0,1], therefore arithmetical operations can be performed on these two similarity measures to potentially give rise to a new similarity measure. Herein, it is noted that a distance calculated by neither p -norm distance nor m p -dissimilarity is negative, therefore it is impossible that any negative value falls into the normalized value range. The second operation is to weight p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity. Theoretically, it is unknown which of these two similarity measures contributes more to calculating the similarity of vectors accurately. Hence, when defining a new similarity measure, it is essential to give weights on p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity. Taking into account the two operations analyzed above, the newly-defined similarity measure is as follows:
where max p and max m p denote the maximum p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity respectively calculated for all combinations of two vectors in the entire data, and λ 1 and λ 2 are weighting factors for these two similarity measures. The calculation for p (x, y) and m p (x, y) can be referred to Eq. 1 and Eq. 4, respectively. For the referencing purpose, the aforementioned similarity measure is called m A p . When p = 2, it is m A 2 .
B. SECOND SIMILARITY MEASURE
As introduced in Sections II-A and II-B, p -norm distance calculates spatial distance between two vectors, whereas m p -dissimilarity is dependent on how the data is distributed at each dimension of these two compared vectors. Due to the complementarity, the effectiveness of measuring the similarity between vectors is likely to be enhanced by taking into account both spatial distance between compared vectors and the distribution of the entire data. Eq. 9 gives a similarity measure in a new way of calculation as follows:
where x i and y i are components at the i th dimension of two vectors being compared, z i denotes components at the i th dimension across the entire data,μ is the mean value of x i and y i , and λ 1 and λ 2 are two weighting factors. In Eq. 9, the two parts at the left and right of + represent spatial distance between compared vectors and the distribution of the entire data, respectively. Similar to Section III-A, the similarity measure defined in Eq. 9 is called m B p . When p = 2, it is m B 2 .
IV. PERFORMANCE STUDY
One of our main research interests is image registration based on local features [4] - [8] , [12] , [14] - [16] . This section will evaluate the proposed similarity measures in registering various kinds of images. The compared techniques include m 1 2 , m 2 2 , m 3 2 , m A 2 and m B 2 , which have been introduced in Sections II-C and III. As it has been reported in [5] that m 1 2 , m 2 2 and m 3 2 show advantages over p and m p , therefore these two similarity measures will not be compared with the proposed m A 2 and m B 2 . For the purpose of performance comparisons, GO-SIFT and GO-IS-SIFT (GO: Gradient Occurrences, IS: Improved Symmetric) [7] are used as the benchmark feature-based image registration technique for mono-modal and multi-modal images, respectively. Nearest Neighbor Distance Ratio (NNDR) based matching [11] , [24] , [25] is used for all the five compared techniques.
A. EVALUATION METRICS
The accuracy of an image registration technique depends largely on the matching accuracy. The higher the matching accuracy is, the more accurate the final registration should be [7] . Hence, the proposed matching strategies and similarity measure are evaluated by accuracy = number of correct matches found number of total matches found × 100%.
Moreover, recall vs 1-precision [11] is used for performance evaluation. The precision is simply equivalent of accuracy defined in Eq. 10. The recall is defined as recall = number of correct matches found number of correspondences × 100%. (11) The recall vs 1-precision curve is generally plotted for a particular image pair [5] , [11] . To make statistics on a set of image pairs, the area under the recall vs 1-precision curve [23] will be used. VOLUME 6, 2018
FIGURE 1. Eight base images of the Oxford dataset. (a) bark (scale+rotation). (b) boat (scale+rotation). (c) graffiti (viewpoint) (d) wall (viewpoint). (e) bikes (blur). (f) trees (blur). (g) leuven (illumination). (h) ubc (JPEG compression).
In experiments, the ground-truths of image pairs are all known or provided. A maximum of four pixel error is considered when deciding whether a match is correct or not, which is consistent with existing literature [7] , [26] .
B. TEST DATASETS
In registering mono-modal images, we use the Oxford dataset [11] 1 which is a benchmark dataset in the domain of image registration (Dataset 1). In this dataset, there are five different transformations: scale and rotation, viewpoint, blur, illumination, and JPEG compression. This dataset contains 40 image pairs which stem from eight base images by undergoing an increasing magnitude of transformations. These eight base images are shown in Fig. 1 . 1 The Affine Covariant Regions dataset: http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/ data/data-aff.html In registering multi-modal images, the following three datasets are tested. The first dataset consists of 18 NIR (Near Infra-Red) vs EO (Electro-Optical) image pairs from several sources [11] , [27] - [29] (Dataset 2). The second and third datasets are transverse and coronal T1 vs T2 weighted MRI brain images, respectively (Datasets 3 and 4). These two datasets were collected from McConnell Brain Imaging Center. 2 There are 87 and 101 image pairs in Datsets 3 and 4, respectively. Fig. 2 shows sample image pairs for Datasets 2 to 4. In total, 246 image pairs are tested in the experiments. Fig. 3 shows matching accuracy achieved by each of the six compared techniques when registering image pairs of the Oxford dataset. Each sub-figure in Fig. 3 shows matching accuracy for those five pairs associated with the corresponding base image. Fig. 4 (a) to (c) shows matching accuracy when registering multi-modal image pairs of Datasets 2 to 4, 
C. COMPARISONS IN ACCURACY

(a) bark (scale+rotation). (b) boat (scale+rotation). (c) graffiti (viewpoint) (d) wall (viewpoint). (e) bikes (blur). (f) trees (blur). (g) leuven (illumination). (h) ubc (JPEG compression).
respectively. The average accuracy achieved by each compared technique for each dataset is presented in Table 1 .
By observing the results presented in Figs. 3 Table 2 makes comparisons with regards to the area under the recall vs 1-precision curve [23] for each base image of the Oxford dataset. Each value of the area under the recall vs 1-precision curve in Table 2 is a result summed up over those five image pairs associated with the corresponding base image. The last row of Table 2 shows the averaged results Fig. 6 (b) , it is clearer for the VOLUME 6, 2018 illustration purpose. Apart from these sample image pairs, the recall results of the remaining pairs should show a similar trend as Fig. 6 (b) , for the reason that all image pairs of Datasets 3 and 4 have similar characteristics. Table 3 lists the averaged area under the recall vs 1-precision curve for Dataset 2 and sampled image pairs of Datasets 3 and 4. As shown in Fig. 6 Fig. 7 shows the recall vs 1-precision curves for three sample image pairs from Datasets 2 to 4, which shows a similar performance trend as Table 3 .
D. COMPARISONS IN RECALL VS 1-PRECISION
E. WEIGHTING ISSUE IN PROPOSED SIMILARITY MEASURES
The proposed similarity measures m A 2 and m B 2 have two weighting factors, i.e. λ 1 and λ 2 , as stated in Eqs. 8 and 9. In the experimental results shown in Sections IV-C and IV-D, λ 1 = 0.50 and λ 2 = 0.50. This is based on the intuition that spatial distance and data distribution between vectors are of equal importance in the proposed similarity measures.
To find the optimal choice for these two weighting factors, a set of other λ 1 and λ 2 patterns have been tested, including 0.9 vs 0.1, 0. Table 4 shows how m A 2 performs when various λ 1 and λ 2 patterns are used. The second last column of Table 4 lists the matching accuracy averaged on all four datasets. Clearly, the accuracy increases progressively as λ 1 decreases or λ 2 goes up. Meanwhile, the number of correct matches decreases, as shown in the last column of Table 4 . Considering both matching accuracy and the number of correct matches, it would be a good choice to use 0.50 for both λ 1 and λ 2 . Since the experiments were carried out in Matlab, the efficiency should be significantly improved on some other programming platforms such as C and/or C++.
G. DISCUSSIONS
The first proposed similarity measure, i.e. m A 2 , normalizes p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity, and then weights these two similarity measures. The calculations for p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity are simply based on their definitions. By comparison, the second proposed similarity measure, i.e. m B 2 , takes into account spatial distance and data distribution between vectors in a new way of calculation.
Compared with the existing matching strategies that combine p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity, the proposed similarity measures achieve higher matching accuracy in registering various kinds of mono-modal and multi-modal images. With regards to the recall vs 1-precision performance, the proposed similarity measures perform worse in registering mono-modal images, whereas are able to achieve better performance in registering multi-modal images. It is believed that the greater robustness the proposed similarity measures have shown to multi-modal images arise from the normalization operation for m A 2 and a new way of similarity calculation between vectors for m B 2 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, two novel similarity measures called m A 2 and m B 2 have been presented for matching local image descriptors. The widely-used p -norm distance and recentlyproposed m p -dissimilarity are the foundation of the proposed similarity measures. In the literature, there exist three matching strategies that incorporate p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity. Each of these three matching strategies is essentially a two-round matching process which utilizes p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity individually in matching local image descriptors. Inspired by these three matching strategies, this work aims to explore novel similarity measures on the basis of p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity. A distinct difference from the three existing matching strategies is that local descriptors are only matched once when utilizing the proposed similarity measures.
As the experimental results have shown, the proposed m A 2 and m B 2 are capable of achieving higher matching accuracy as compared to three existing matching strategies that combine p -norm distance and m p -dissimilarity. Moreover, the proposed similarity measures attains better recall vs 1-precision performance when registering multimodal images.
Without loss of generality, the proposed similarity measures are applicable to the research problems that demand matching local image descriptors. The source code of the proposed technique was written in MATLAB and will be available at https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Guohua_Lv3.
